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Abstract: The efficiency of emulsion injection as an enhanced oil recovery (EOR) 

method is investigated in a synthetic porous medium consisting of sintered bi-disperse glass 

beads, which emulates the porosity and permeability of real oil-bearing rocks. Synthetic 

seawater and an oil-in-water emulsion are successively used to displace a mineral oil which 

initially saturates the porous space. Micro-CT images with a 4 µm resolution are acquired at 

the end of the different stages of the process; the water phase is doped with KI to optimize the 

contrast between the liquid phases. Thus, three-dimensional (3D) images showing the beads, 

doped water and residual oil present a 3-modal histogram. After denoising with a non-local 

means filter, alignment and segmentation, the 3D images provide the spatial distributions of 

the water and oil phases, and thus allow comparing the populations of residual oil ganglia 

prior to and after the injection of the emulsion. Visual comparison of the spatial phase 

distributions show that the oil droplets of the oil-water emulsion divert the water path, 

mobilizing previously trapped oil ganglia. The probability density functions (PDFs) of 

different geometrical properties of the trapped oil ganglia (104 ganglia with volumes spanning 

6 orders of magnitude) after water injection show well defined power law behaviors between 

a size corresponding to the typical pore throat and that typical of 10 typical pore volumes, and 

a few very large clusters of sizes between 10 and 5 × 10� typical pore volumes. The largest 

of them alone accounts for 97% of the trapped oil. The same PDFs after emulsion injection 

demonstrate successful fragmentation of these few very large ganglia, which in this case is 

the key to efficient EOR procedure through diversion of the water flow by emulsion oil 

droplets to less permeable regions. 
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1 Introduction 

Emulsions are mixtures of at least two liquids that are immiscible. In emulsions obtained 

from two such liquids, one of the liquid phases consists of droplets dispersed inside the other, 

continuous, liquid phase. The flow of emulsions through porous media is of primary interest 

in several scientific fields, including bioengineering (Peng et al., 2011) and environmental 

science where it occurs in subsurface applications such as soil and groundwater remediation 

(Jain, Vivek and Demond, 2002; Ouyang, Y and Mansell, RS and Rhue, 1995) and enhanced 

oil recovery (EOR) (Arhuoma, Mohamed and Dong, Mingzhe and Yang, Daoyong and Idem, 

2009; Mandal et al., 2010a; McAuliffe, 1973; Sarma et al., 1998).  

In these applications, emulsions injected from the surface or formed in situ by the action of 

natural surfactants (Feng et al., 2018; Jain, Vivek and Demond, 2002; Ouyang, Y and 

Mansell, RS and Rhue, 1995; Yoon et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2020) change the flow dynamics 

inside the porous medium during oil displacement and may lead to substantial increase in the 

volume of oil recovered. McAuliffe (McAuliffe, 1973) reported a pilot field test with 

significant increase in the produced oil volume after the injection of 0.4 pore volumes of an 

oil-in-water emulsion. The results indicated that the sweep efficiency of water injection was 

strongly enhanced following the injection of the emulsion, with lower-oil ratio in the 

production wells. Field results presented by Bai et al. (Bai et al., 2000) also demonstrated the 

potential of emulsions as conformance agents, i.e., their capacity to improve the uniformity of 

the flood front of the injected drive fluid. Various core flooding experiments confirmed that 

injection of emulsions between two water floodings can improve the oil recovery by 20% or 

more (Demikhova et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2012; Mandal et al., 2010b) .The mechanism 

responsible for the improved oil displacement involves the blocking by the emulsion’s 

dispersed oil droplets of larger pore throats already swept by the water phase, which leads to 

diversion of subsequent water flow to smaller pores that are still fully saturated by oil 

(Mandal et al., 2010a; Soo et al., 1986; Soot and Radke, 1986), thus improving the 

homogeneity of the sweep (Chen et al., 2021; Pei et al., 2017) This diversion mechanism is 

only efficient if the size of emulsion droplets is matched to the pore throat width (Liu et al., 

2019) In oil-wet rock formations, dewetting of oil adsorbed to rock surfaces by emulsification 

is another observed mechanism of oil mobilization (Ning et al., 2018) Guillen et al. (Guillen 

et al., 2012) showed that emulsion flooding affects oil displacement by the water phase in a 
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multi-scale fashion, by (i) lowering the mobility of the injected fluid, which leads to a more 

uniform macroscopic sweep, and (ii) better mobilization of trapped ganglia, which leads to a 

lower residual oil saturation. The multi-scale effect is clearly reflected in the relative 

permeability curves of oil and oil-in-water emulsion (a water phase containing dispersed oil 

droplets) flow presented by Engelke et al. (Engelke, Bernardo and Carvalho, Marcio S and 

Alvarado, 2013) and in the saturation maps presented by de Farias et al. (de Farias et al., 

2016), which were obtained by X-ray tomography after water flooding and emulsion. The 

relative permeability curves of oil and an oil-in-water emulsion have been used in reservoir-

scale models to study oil displacement by emulsion injected or formed in situ (Arhuoma, 

Mohamed and Dong, Mingzhe and Yang, Daoyong and Idem, 2009; Ponce F. et al., 2014). 

Baldygin et al. (Baldygin et al., 2014) proposed alternating water and emulsion injections to 

maximize the oil recovery and minimize the amount of emulsion injected. Most of these 

studies were done at ambient pressure and temperature. Various such studies focus on the 

impact of the emulsion’s concentration (Zhou et al., 2018) and properties (Pang et al., 2019) 

on the efficiency of oil recovery. Interesting accounts of the current knowledge on emulsion 

flows for EOR can be found in the following recent review papers: refs. (Perazzo et al., 2018; 

Zhou et al., 2019) while a review on spontaneous emulsification in the context of EOR can be 

found in ref. (Li et al., 2020) 

The pore scale dynamics of emulsion flows in porous media are particularly complex 

since they feature both liquid-liquid interface instabilities that are characteristic of immiscible 

two-phase flow, and a non-Newtonian rheology. Despite the recent progress on emulsion 

flooding, the pore scale mechanisms by which emulsion droplets displace trapped oil ganglia 

are still far from fully understood, which hinders full comprehension of macroscopic 

emulsion flooding. Recent developments in flow visualization techniques and in the 

fabrication of microfluidic devices have led to a wider use of flow visualization at the pore 

scale to gain detailed information on the multiphase flow and spatial distribution of trapped 

oil ganglia (Berejnov et al., 2008; Kumar Gunda et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2017). Flow 

visualization on porous media models using two-dimensional (2D) micromodels have 

improved the fundamental understanding of different two-phase flow phenomena related to 

viscoelastic (Clarke et al., 2015) and wettability effects (Avendaño et al., 2019; Lee et al., 

2015; Zhao et al., 2016) in porous media flow. However, the simpler topology and pore 

connectivity of 2D models may not allow them to capture entirely the physical phenomena 

occurring in 3D (in particular, natural) porous media structures, as previously demonstrated 

for advective mixing (Heyman et al., n.d.; Turuban et al., 2019, 2018) which explains the 
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growing interest in 3D visualization measurement methods (Blunt et al., 2013). 

Visualization and measurement of transport phenomena in 3D pore structures is 

challenging. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Sankey et al., 2009; Sheppard et al., 2003), 

confocal microscopy (Amber T. Krummel and Sujit S. Datta, 2009; Anbari et al., 2018; do 

Nascimento et al., 2019), and X-ray micro-CT (Iglauer et al., 2010; Oughanem et al., 2015) 

have been used to visualize two phase flow and final phase distributions in 3D porous media. 

To our knowledge, none of these measurement techniques has yet been used to investigate oil 

displacement by emulsion flow. Among them, X-ray micro-tomography (micro-CT) provides 

the lowest spatial resolution and has been used to characterize the pore space, i.e. determine 

the porosity, fracture network structure and mineralogy of the pore walls (Bera et al., 2011; 

Sok et al., 2010), to study phase distribution after oil displacement processes (Feali et al., 

2012; Gunde et al., 2010; Iglauer et al., 2010; Oughanem et al., 2015) and evaluate damage 

caused in subsurface formations by the invasion of drilling fluids (Ma and Chen, 2014). In 

this study, we use X-ray micro-CT to investigate emulsion-based EOR. 

X-ray tomography is a non-destructive technique that provides the 3D distribution of a 

sample’s absorbance (sometimes denoted optical density), thus allowing to determine the 

surface (whether internal or external) and internal structure of a porous medium, and the 

spatial distribution of fluids phases present in its pore space, provided that their absorbances 

are sufficiently different from each other. To form the 3D image, the measurement process 

consists in the acquisition of several 2D projections while the sample is rotated by small 

regular angular intervals. Each of these projections is a radiography image of the sample 

taken along the particular direction defined by the sample orientation; the grey levels in the 

image represent the X-ray attenuation coefficient of the material. During acquisition of each 

projection, the X-ray beam is transmitted through the sample along many different paths and 

directions, and then reaches a scintillator, which transforms the beam into visible light 

(Bouxsein et al., 2010). The light is captured by a photo detector for each angular position of 

the sample and the corresponding data is recorded in the form of a projection image relative 

to that particular orientation of the sample with respect to the incoming X-ray beam. The data 

acquisition is completed after rotation of the object by 360°; the 3D absorbance distribution is 

then reconstructed from the set of 2D projection images.  

In the present work, high-resolution X-Ray micro-CT is used for the first time to 

study displacement of oil by an oil-in-water emulsion in a consolidated porous medium. 

Image processing of the 3D data, coupled to statistical analysis of the trapped oil ganglia’s 

geometric properties, evidence the pore-scale flow diversion caused by oil droplets from the 
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injected emulsion, and allow for quantitative analysis of the resulting changes in the 

population of trapped oil ganglia. The experimental method is described in section 2, while 

the results are presented and discussed in section 3. Section 4 is the conclusion. 

2 Experimental setup and procedure 

2.1 Porous medium 

Our model porous medium consisted of a consolidated packing of glass spheres. A prismatic 

quartz column of square cross section (3 x 3 mm) and height 12 mm was filled with a binary 

mixture of borosilicate glass beads of diameters d = 106 and D = 250 µm (MO-SCI Specialty 

Products, L.L.C) in equal volumetric parts. The volume fractions of the large and small 

spheres were thus xD = xd =0.5. The permeability of the porous medium was measured from a 

single-phase flow experiment using Darcy´s law, to K = 8.8 D = 8.8 10-12 m2. 

Emulsion injection is effective as a flow divergent agent when the dispersed droplet 

size is larger than the pore throat (de Farias et al., 2016). So, in order to estimate the diameter 

of the emulsion droplets that would best enhance oil recovery, it was important to estimate 

the average pore throat diameter. In a monodisperse sphere packing with spheres of diameter 

��, the pore size probability function follows a log-normal distribution with a peak close to 

0.4 × �� and largest pores close to 0.8 × ��; the pore throat size varies from 0.15 × �� to 

0.25 × �� (Roozbahani et al., 2014). Following Ref. (M.Mota, J.A. Teixeira, 2001), we 

estimated the average particle diameter for a monodisperse packing with the same 

permeability of our bidisperse packing as the harmonic average of d and D weighted by their 

volume fraction (0.5 here): 

�� = ���
� + ������

� �
��

=  �
�� + �

���
��

= 148.8 μm ≈ 150 μm (1) 

Therefore, the typical pore size varies between 60 and 120 µm, and typical pore throats vary 

between 25 and 40 µm. 

 Note that the simple emulsion preparation method (see section 2.2. below) does not 

provide control of the emulsion droplet size, and that for the emulsion flow to be efficient at 

improving oil recovery, the largest pore sizes found in the medium have to be of same order 

as the most likely oil droplet diameter in the emulsion (Liu et al., 2019) (see section 2.2. 

below). Hence this constraint imposed the bead sizes in the setup. The resulting permeability 

is one order of magnitude larger than that of the most permeable oil reservoirs. However, 

downscaling the emulsion’s droplet sizes and the bead sizes while ensuring that their ratio 
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remains identical would provide the same results. Hence our results are relevant to EOR by 

emulsion flows.  

2.2 Fluids  

The oil phase, which initially saturated the porous medium and was the dispersed phase of the 

injected emulsion, was the paraffinic mineral oil 500 PS, code number OBLP005LT, 

produced by Agecom Produtos de Petróleo Ltda. Its dynamic viscosity and density at 20°C 

are respectively µ = 0.268 Pa.s and ρ = 885.4 kg/m3, and therefore its kinematic viscosity is ν 

= 3.027 × 10-4 m2/s; its surface tension (i.e., interfacial tension with respect to air) is σ = 30.2 

mN/m. The water phase and the continuous phase of the injected emulsion consisted of a 

surfactant (STEOL CS-370, from Stepan Company) solution in synthetic sea water (see ref. 

(American Society For Testing and Materials - ASTM D1141, 2013) for its composition). 

The critical micelle concentration (CMC) of the surfactant was determined experimentally 

using Du Noüy ring technique and the DCAT 25 tensiometer (from Dataphysics), by 

measuring the interfacial tension as a function of surfactant concentration. The CMC found 

was 0.036g per 100mL of synthetic seawater. The concentration of the surfactant solution 

used in all experiments was twice the CMC and the surface tension was  σ = 31.2 mN/m. The 

water phase also contained 1.7 g/10 mL of Potassium iodide (KI) to improve the contrast 

between the oil and the water phases in the experimental images, as explained in section 2.5 

below. The addition of Potassium iodide slightly reduced the value of the aqueous phase 

surface tension to  σ = 28.7 mN/m. The interfacial tension between the oil and the aqueous 

phase used in the experiments (with KI) was  σι = 0.9 mN/m. The properties of the liquids 

used are summarized in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Summary of liquid properties. 

 Water phase Oil phase 

Composition Synthetic sea water ([44]) +  

0.072 g/100 mL STEOL CS-370 

+ 1.7 g/10 mL KI 

paraffinic mineral oil 500 PS 

ρ 1145.5 kg/m3 885.4 kg/m3 

µ 1.206 mPa.s 268 mPa.s 

σ 28.7 mN/m 30.2 mN/m 

 

The oil-in-water emulsion was prepared by mixing the oil and aqueous phases in 
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equal proportions by volume. Both phases were placed in a small vessel which was hand 

agitated vigorously for 15 seconds. The resulting droplet size distribution was measured by 

laser diffraction using a Malvern Mastersizer 2000 Particle Size Analyzer coupled to a 

Malvern Hydro 2000MU dispersing unit; it is shown in Figure 1. The time of agitation was 

chosen such that resulting emulsion had droplets from 10 to 300 µm, with a peak in 

volumetric distribution which was close to the largest pore size diameter of 120 µm. The 

dispersion procedure was able to generate emulsions with repeatable characteristics. 
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Figure 1: Droplet size distribution of the injected oil-water emulsion. 

2.3 Immiscible multiphase displacement experiments 

The experimental setup for the multiphase displacement experiments is sketched in Figure 2. 

Two Harvard Apparatus Withdraw Elite 11 syringe pumps were used to inject the fluids in 

the synthetic porous medium. One of the syringes was filled with the aqueous phase and the 

second with either the oil phase or the 50% by volume oil-in-water emulsion, depending on 

the step of the experimental procedure. All fluids used in the experiment were filtered to 

eliminate impurities in the system and unexpected artifacts in the micro-CT images. Millipore 

membranes with meshes of 0.22 µm and 0.8 µm were used for this purpose. 
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 Figure 2 – Experimental setup for fluid displacement, consisting of two syringe pumps and a packing of glass 

spheres. 

 

Initially, CO2 was injected for approximately three hours to eliminate any air trapped 

in the pore space. Immediately after the injection of CO2, the aqueous phase was injected at 

different flow rates, from 2.7 × 10��  to 5.55 × 10�! m3/s. The pressure difference 

measured as a function of the imposed flow rate was used to evaluate the glass bead 

packing’s permeability (see its value in section 2.1 above). The porous medium, fully 

saturated with the aqueous phase, was taken to the micro-CT setup for the first tomography 

image (see section 2.4 below). 

The aqueous phase was then displaced by injecting oil at a constant flow rate of Q = 

20 µL/h until there was no aqueous phase flowing out of the porous medium. A second 

tomography image, with an irreducible water saturation in the porous medium, was recorded 

after this step. 

The oil phase was subsequently displaced by injecting the aqueous phase at a constant 

flow rate of Q = 20 µL/h until there was no oil flowing out of the glass bead packing. The 

capillary number, evaluated in terms of the aqueous phase’s viscosity and interfacial tension 

between the aqueous and oil phase, was "# = 7.4 × 10�$. The volume of oil trapped inside 

the porous media corresponds to the remaining oil saturation. A third tomography image was 

acquired at this point. 

The following step consisted in emulsion injection. The concentrated emulsion 

(50%/vol) was injected at a flow rate of Qe = 0.86 µL/h while the continuous aqueous phase 

continued to be injected at Q = 20 µL/h. This particular combination of flow rates was chosen 

such that the resulting emulsion injected in the glass bead packing had a volumetric 

concentration of 3%. The emulsion was injected in this manner during te = 3.125 h, which 

corresponded to one pore volume of the porous medium (or 65 µL). After the end of the 
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emulsion injection, the aqueous phase continued to be injected until the oil phase flow out of 

the porous media ceased entirely, which occurred after more than two pore volumes of water 

had swept the medium. A fourth tomography image acquisition was then performed. 

2.4 3D Image Acquisition 

A Zeiss-XRadia 510 Versa X-ray micro-tomograph (Figure 3) was used to obtain 3D images 

of the glass bead packing at the different stages of the experimental procedure, as described 

above. This equipment combines traditional geometrical magnification controlled by the 

source-sample-detector distances with optical magnification provided by optical lenses fitted 

with scintillators to convert X-rays to light. The use of lenses allows imaging a smaller 

volume of interest (VOI) with higher resolution.  

 
Figure 3 – Internal view of ZEISS XRadia 510 Versa with mounted sample and connected tubing. 
 

For the experiments described herein, a 4X lens was used, allowing the visualization 

of the full cross section of the sample with a pixel size of 4.6 µm. X-ray energy was set to 60 

keV and 5W power. A suitable filter was used to reduce the well-known effect of beam 

hardening. 1601 projection images were acquired in a full 360o sample rotation. Special care 

was taken to guarantee that the connected tubing was flexible enough to allow for the 

required rotation. To image the full height of the sample, the system was programmed to 

automatically capture images at different heights and stitch them together. The total 

acquisition time for each complete 3D image was 30 hours. 

One of the difficulties in imaging water and oil by micro-CT is their low and similar 

X-ray absorbance, which renders them very difficult to discriminate in the X-ray data. A 
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well-known solution (de Farias et al., 2016) is to mix potassium iodide (KI) with water to 

increase its absorbance. By varying the concentration of KI one can fine tune the system to 

obtain good contrast between water, oil and the glass beads. Tests were performed with five 

different concentrations of potassium iodide for 10 mL of synthetic sea water: 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 

1.7 and 2 g. The best contrast was obtained for 1.7 g/10 mL. 

2.5 Image Processing and Analysis 

The acquired 3D images were processed and analyzed using the Dragonfly Pro software 

(Object Research Systems, Montreal). As a pre-processing step, the Non-Local Means filter 

(Kervrann et al., 2007) was used to reduce noise. This is a very efficient low-pass filter that 

preserves object edges. The effect of the filter is shown in Figure 4. In these images, oil, glass 

beads and doped water appear dark grey, middle grey and (very) light grey, respectively. The 

impact on the image histogram is also shown. In the raw image the peaks for glass beads and 

water overlap and the valley between the peaks for oil and glass beads is not very shallow. 

Indeed, dark noise pixels inside the glass beads are easily mixed with pixels belonging to the 

oil phase. After noise reduction, these effects were mitigated and the separation between 

phases was improved.  

 

 
Figure 4 – Images before (a) and after (b) the application of the non-local means filter. Oil, glass beads and KI-

doped water appear dark grey, middle grey and very light grey, respectively. The insets show the grey level 
histograms of the corresponding images. 

 

The following step was image segmentation, in which the component phases were 

discriminated from each other and from the background. Given the very good contrast 

achieved between oil, glass and doped water, a simple manual thresholding procedure was 
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used based on the image’s grey level histogram minima between the three peaks 

corresponding to the three phases. Figure 5a shows the results of the segmentation procedure 

with oil in red, the glass beads in green, and the doped water in blue. There is some remaining 

overlap between the grey level ranges for the solid and water phases, which corresponds to 

the region shown in cyan in Figure 5a. However, the most relevant phase for our study – oil – 

is accurately segmented as shown by the yellow outlines superimposed on the filtered image 

in Figure 5b. 

 

 
Figure 5 – (a)Segmentation of oil (red) glass beads (green) and doped water (blue). Cyan regions represent the 
overlap between glass beads and water intensity ranges. (b) The segmented oil phase is outlined in yellow and 

superimposed onto the filtered image of Figure b. 
 

Once segmented, the phases were quantified. Both global measurements such as total 

volume and volume fraction for each phase, and measurements specific to connected regions 

such as volume, surface and various shape observables, were obtained. For the specific case 

of oil recovery analysis, the distributions of volume, surface area and aspect ratios of the oil 

ganglia remaining in the porous medium were obtained. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Visual comparison of 3D images and global changes in oil and water saturation 

Figure 6 shows 2D Y-Z cross sections in the mid-vertical plane of the porous medium 

at the irreducible water saturation (a), after the first water injection (b), and after emulsion 

injection followed by water injection (c). Because the glass beads are preferentially wetted by 

water, the irreducible water was present as small liquid bridges between neighboring spheres, 

as appears clearly in Figure 6a. The proportions of the sample volume occupied by the 
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phases, as obtained from the 3D images, were: water 2.53%, oil 36.75% and matrix 60.72%. 

The sum of the percentage of water and oil corresponds to a porosity of % = 0.39. The initial 

oil saturation was ()* = 0.94 and the irreducible water saturation was (+* = 0.06. 

After the first water injection, shown in Figure 6b, a preferred water path is clearly 

visible, leaving large regions with trapped oil phase. The amount of displaced oil was then 

approximately 45% of the original oil volume. The remaining oil saturation after water 

injection was (),
�+� = 0.51. 

After the emulsion injection step (including continuous injection of water after 

emulsion injection was completed), the aqueous phase is much more widespread, as shown in 

Figure 6c. The volume of remaining oil is clearly much reduced. The emulsion droplets 

blocked previously formed preferential flow paths for the water phase, diverting the flux to 

regions containing previously immobilized oil phase. The extra volume of oil displaced after 

emulsion injection was approximately 32% of the original oil saturation, leading to a 

remaining oil saturation of approximately (),
�-� = 0.22.  
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Figure 6 – 2D Y-Z cross sections of the sample at irreducible water saturation (a), after water injection (b) and 

after emulsion injection followed by water injection (c). Oil appears dark grey, glass beads grey and doped water 
light grey. 
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To obtain a more in-depth understanding of the effects of water and emulsion 

injection, further image processing and analysis was performed on the 3D images. First, the 2 

images were aligned manually in 3D using as reference a brilliant glass bead visible at the 

surface of the sample. An automatic registration procedure involving translation and rotation 

was then used to allow voxel-per-voxel comparison between them. Figure 7 shows the 

resulting cropped and magnified view of the same Y-Z plane after first water and emulsion 

injection. Residual oil is shown in red and green respectively. The strong impact of emulsion 

injection is clearly visible. 

Once aligned, the 3D images can be directly compared, as shown in Figure 7(c) where 

a composite image shows the difference between the two images. Regions of the pore space 

where oil is present after water injection, in Figure 7(a), but does not appear in Figure 7(b), 

which means that it has been removed or displaced by the emulsion injection (followed by 

water flooding), are shown in red. Regions of the pore space where oil is present both in 

Figures 7(a) and 7(b), thus corresponding to the presence of oil both before and after the 

emulsion injection, are shown in yellow. These regions correspond either to oil ganglia that 

have not been displaced by the emulsion injected, that have been fragmented with one 

fragment not having been displaced by the injection, or that have been displaced but replaced 

by other ganglia. New ganglia created after emulsion injection (followed by water flooding) 

are shown in light green; they most likely correspond to emulsion droplets among the largest, 

which have been trapped by the medium upon injection. The change in volume and 

configuration of the trapped oil ganglia can then be accurately measured. After the first water 

injection, 10.51 mm3 of oil remained in the medium. After emulsion followed by water 

injection, this volume was reduced to 4.82 mm3. 

 

 
Figure 7 – A cropped, magnified view of a Y-Z plane (a) after water injection and (b) after emulsion injection. 

Notice the accurate alignment between the images. Residual oil is shown in red and green in (a) and (b), 
respectively. (c) Composite image showing differences in oil localization between (a) and (b): regions where oil 
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is present in (a) but not in (b), are shown in red, while regions where oil is present in (a) and (b) are shown in 
yellow, and new oil ganglia (present in (b) but not in (a)) in light green,. 

 

In Figure 8, 3D renderings of the medium and residual oil are depicted after first water 

injection (top row) and emulsion injection followed by water injection (bottom row). Oil 

ganglia volume is color coded according to the color bar underneath each image. In Figures 

8a and 8c, the largest oil ganglion is shown in red. This ganglion was not included in the 

color scale for volumes because it is at least 2 to 3 orders of magnitude larger than all others 

and would impair the visualization of the volume variation of the remaining ganglia. In 

Figures 8b and 8d, that largest ganglion is hidden to allow for better visualization of the 

others. 

 

 
Figure 8 – 3D renderings of the medium (in gray) and oil ganglia (in colors) after water injection (top row) and 
emulsion (bottom row). The largest connected oil ganglion in each case is shown in red (a and c) or hidden (b 

and d).  
 

3.2 Statistical analysis of oil ganglia geometry 

Statistical analysis of the geometrical features of trapped oil ganglia after water and emulsion 

injection was performed in order to better understand the mechanisms associated with oil 

displacement during emulsion injection. These geometrical features include the volume, 

surface, volume to surface ratio, and aspect ratio of the ganglia. Below the typical pore throat 

size of 40 µm, the distributions of these geometric features appeared very sensitive to the 

threshold used to segment the images. Therefore we chose not to consider ganglia of volume 

smaller than (4/3)π(203) µm3=344 voxel volumes, or ~1/27th of the typical pore volume .p of 

9295 voxel volumes (for pore diameters of 120 µm). This is also consistent with the fact that 

spherical ganglia of diameter smaller than the typical pore throat would not remain trapped in 
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the medium; they would be flushed out of it. 

 
0  

 

 

 
 Figure 1: Log-binned histograms of oil ganglia volumes (a) and surface areas (b) at the end of water and 

emulsion injection. The bin is 0.02 for both histograms. 

  

 
Volumes of the oil ganglia: The log-binned histogram of oil ganglia volumes 

(normalized by the typical pore volume) remaining in the sample after the first water injection 

is shown as solid black circles in Figure 9a. It shows that the very large ganglion seen in red 

in Figure 8a is at least three orders of magnitude larger than each of all other ganglions in the 

population. That single largest ganglion accounts for more than 97% of the residual oil. If one 
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excludes it as well as the two next largest ganglia, all other ganglion sizes fall on a strikingly-

regular power law behavior �. .min⁄ �� .$ ± . �, over 2.5 orders of magnitudes (0.03 <
./.6 < 15). Such a power-law behavior has been observed in ganglia trapped in sandstones 

(Iglauer et al., 2012; Oughanem et al., 2015), however the ganglia sizes and the associated 

size range were much smaller than the ones reported here for glass bead packing. 

After the sample has been further flushed by the emulsion and the subsequent water 

flooding, the distribution of remaining oil ganglia (blue stars in Figure 9a is modified in the 

following manner: the largest ganglion, though still 2 orders of magnitude larger than the 

second largest, is 2.6 times smaller than before. A peak is observed between log� :./.p; =
−0.5 and log� :./.p; = 0, i.e. for ganglia radii varying from 0.68=p = 82 µm to 120 µm. It 

probably results from an accumulation of droplets of the injected emulsion in the medium. 

For ganglia volume in the range of 1 < ./.6 < 15, the distribution exhibits a power-

law behavior, �. .min⁄ ���. >± . �, which results from (i) the fragmentation of the largest 

ganglion into three large clusters of volumes equal to 23, 92 and 9204 pore volumes, 

respectively, and smaller ganglia present after the first water injection over a range of sizes 

between 1 and 15 typical pore volumes, and (ii) the coalescence of droplets from the injected 

emulsion with oil ganglions of sizes in that range and already present in the medium. This 

means that the oil droplets from the injected emulsion, partly by coalescing with already 

present oil ganglia, have managed to block the preferential water paths and divert the 

subsequent water phase flow, allowing it to fragment the main oil ganglion. This is consistent 

with the qualitative picture inferred from Figure 8.  

Surface areas of the oil ganglia: The histogram of oil ganglion surface areas, S, 

shows a behavior (Figure 9b) similar to that of the volumes (Figure 9a). The largest ganglion 

present in the medium after water injection has a surface area more than three orders of 

magnitude larger than any of the other ganglions, which, apart from the second largest 

ganglion of surface 1580 times smaller than the latter, all fall on a power law behavior with 

exponent -1.01±0.02, over two orders of magnitude. After the medium has been swept by the 

emulsion and the subsequent water injection, there remain two ganglia of surface much larger 

than the rest of the distribution, but smaller than the previously-largest ganglion, and more 

ganglions in the intermediate surface range 10? μm� < ( < 10@.@ μm2, corresponding to a 

power law of identical exponent (-1.01±0.02) as that observed prior to injecting the emulsion. 

That power law forms from a shoulder in the plot that corresponds to a surface 10?.@@ µm2; 

this is exactly the volume of a sphere of volume .p. Hence the interpretation of the ganglia’s 
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surface distribution is fully consistent with that of the distribution of ganglia volumes. 

Shape parameters of the oil ganglia: The morphology of the trapped oil ganglia can 

be analyzed from the histograms of volume-to-surface ratio V/S, presented in Figure 10a. 

Small values of V/S correspond to elongated ganglia. After emulsion injection, the 

distribution is strikingly similar to what it was after the first water injection, except for the 

appearance of a peak around log� �./(� = 1.04. That peak at . (⁄ ≈ 11 is most likely 

associated with almost spherical emulsion oil droplets of the injected emulsion. A sphere has 

a volume to surface ratio equal to the third of its radius, hence for it to be 11 µm, the sphere’s 

diameter must be 66 µm. This size is somewhat off the value estimated from to the peak in 

Figure 8a (82 µm, see above), but not overwhelmingly so (20 % discrepancy between them). 

The histogram of the ganglia’s aspect ratios also changed as a result of the emulsion 

injection, as shown in Figure 10b. The population of ganglia exhibits an increase at aspect 

ratios between 0 and 0.4 after emulsion injection (and subsequent water flooding), 

corresponding to elongated clusters. It could correspond to ganglia resulting from the 

coalescence of ganglia that were already present in the medium prior to the emulsion 

injection with either other similar ganglia which got displaced, or with injected emulsion 

droplets.  

 

  

Figure 10 – Histograms of oil ganglia’s volume to surface area ratio (a) and aspect ratio (b) after water and 

emulsion injection. The histogram bins are 0.025 in both cases (but (a) is log-binned while (b) is linear-binned). 

 

Dependence of the cumulative oil volume of ganglia smaller than V on V: The 

difference in size distribution and morphology is directly linked to the remaining oil 

saturation. To analyze in more detail the reduction of the remaining oil saturation associated 

with the emulsion injection, Figure 11 shows a plot of the cumulative volume of all ganglions 

smaller than a given ganglion as a function of that ganglion volume. The figure clearly shows 

that for both displacement processes, the largest ganglion has a dramatic impact on the 
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volume of trapped oil and that emulsion injection reduces the residual oil saturation by 

breaking the largest oil ganglia into smaller ones. Consequently, the exponent of the power 

law part of the curves (valid only over 1.5 orders of magnitude) is more than doubled 

between the two data sets. 

These morphological changes of the ganglions coincide with a decrease of the global 

saturation in oil of the porous medium. The changes in the morphological attributes of oil 

ganglia can be interpreted as follows: the emulsion sweep has contributed to fragmenting the 

largest ganglion into ganglions of much smaller sizes, many of which were small enough to 

be swept out the porous medium. 

 

 

 Figure 2 – Cumulative volume distribution of the oil ganglia after water and emulsion injection. 
 

 

 Figure 3 – Histograms of the volumes of connected oil clusters that were present in the data measured after the 
first water injection, here denoted as (i), but are not seen in the data measured after emulsion injection, here 

denoted as (ii) (black squares), and of connected clusters that are present in (ii) but were not present in (i) (blue 
dots). The histograms bins are 0.2 for both curves. 

 

Volumes of connected regions in combined images: It is also interesting to analyze 
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the volumes of connected regions in images obtained by combining the 3D data recorded 

after the first water injection (let’s denote it as (i) for simplicity) and that recorded after 

emulsion injection (denoted here as (ii)). Similarly, to what is shown in 2D in Figure 7c, one 

can consider the connected oil regions present in (i) and not in (ii), and conversely, the 

connected regions present in (ii) but not in (i). These data are presented in Figure 12. They 

look similar to the same plots for real oil ganglia present in (i) and (ii) (see Figure 9a) but 

feature steeper power laws, which means that in the intermediate size range between 1/30 and 

15 typical pore volumes there are less larger clusters compared to smaller clusters than in the 

data (i) and (ii). This is consistent with clusters of sizes towards the upper range of that 

intermediate size range having been displaced and swept out of the medium preferentially by 

the emulsion flow. 

4 Conclusion 

We investigated the displacement of oil through synthetic sea water flooding (secondary 

recovery) followed by oil-in-water emulsion flooding and a second water flooding, in a 

packing of bidisperse glass beads. The first time use of high-resolution micro-CT to image 

the fluid phases, associated to 3D image processing and statistical analysis of the trapped oil 

ganglia’s geometry at the end of the two stages of EOR, (i) injection of water injection and 

(ii) emulsion injection followed by second water flooding, demonstrated the efficiency of the 

diversion mechanism induced by the emulsion flow, and allowed quantifying the effect of 

emulsion flooding on the trapped oil ganglia. Indeed, the spatial distribution, size and shape 

of a vast population (~ 10,000) of these ganglia, spanning a wide volume range (between 1/30 

and 2.5 × 10� typical pore volumes), were compared between their states after stage (i) and 

stage (ii) of the EOR procedure. 

Emulsion injection reduced the remaining oil volume from (),
�+� = 0.51 after stage (i) 

to (),
�+� = 0.22 after stage (ii). A well-defined power-law behavior was obtained for the 

probability density functions (PDFs) of ganglia volumes and surface areas at the end of stage 

(i), for ganglia sizes ranging between 1/30 and 15 typical pore volumes, with only a couple of 

much larger clusters present in the medium. These very large clusters, in particular the largest 

one (> 97% of the residual oil saturation), are responsible for most of the residual oil 

saturation. The major stake for emulsion-based EOR is therefore to block the largest channels 

and thus divert the subsequent flow of water so as to fragment that largest ganglion into 

intermediate size ganglia which can be displaced out of the porous medium by the subsequent 
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water flow. Comparison of the PDFs of ganglia volumes and areas after stage (ii) with those 

after stage (i), demonstrates efficient breakup of the largest oil ganglia into smaller ones, thus 

confirming the efficiency of the desired diversion effect of emulsion droplets. 

The distribution of ganglia aspect ratios is not much affected by stage (ii) of the EOR 

procedure, but shows an increased presence of more elongated resulting from the coalescence 

of emulsion droplets with oil ganglia already present in the medium. After emulsion injection, 

the PDF for the volume to surface ratios of the ganglia displays a peak at 11 µm, possibly 

corresponding to a preferential size that is characteristic of the emulsion.  

Prospects to this study are numerous and include systematic studies of the effect of the 

capillary number, the mean emulsion droplet size, and the water-to-oil ratio, on the efficiency 

of emulsion-based EOR. These studies will be performed on larger samples at a much coarser 

resolution, since scales smaller than the medium’s typical pore throat do not need to be finely 

resolved. Ultimately, experiments will be performed on real rock cores. 
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Highlights 

• Synthetic porous medium was investigated at pore scale with micro-CT 

• Oil recovery was quantified after water flooding and emulsion injection 

• 3D images revealed the effect of trapping for oil ganglia and preferential paths for water 

• Distribution of sizes and shapes of oil ganglia allowed quantifying the effect of emulsion 

injection 
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